
                                  1. SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIETY

Sociological Imagination 
        
               This concept is put forward by C W Mills, an American Sociologist in 1959 in his book
‘Sociological Imagination,’ which shows how personal issue and public issues are inter linked. A
problem faced by an individual is not his own problem. When we think from an alternative point of
view we can see there are many individual in society who face the same problem. An individual is
not the only person, who is responsible for the issue faced by him, but we can see society also.
When a society is industrialised, a peasant becomes a worker. When classes rise or fall, a man is
employed or unemployed. When war happens an insurance salesman become a rocket launcher , a
wife lives alone, a child grows up without a father

Pluralities and Inequalities among Societies

              In the present day world, we belongs to more than one society. There are societies among
society. When we say ‘our society’ in the midst of foreigners it means ‘Indian society’ but when
amongst fellow Indians, the term ‘our society’ denotes a caste, tribal, religious, linguistic or ethnic
community.  We belongs to more than one societies at  a time. Pluralism or diversity is  the key
feature of Indian society.

               There are wide variety of inequalities in India. According to Amartya Sen;

* Some Indians are rich – most are not
* Some are very well educated - Others are illiterate
* Some lead easy lives or luxury - Others toil hard for little reward
* Some are politically powerful - Others cannot influence anything
* Some have great opportunities - Others lack them for advancement in life
* Some are treated with respect while many others are ill-treated

Sociology and philosophical or theological observation

                  Theological or Philosophical observations are about what is moral or immoral in
human behaviour.  About  desirable  way  of  life  and  about  good  society.  Theological  or
Philosophical observations are not questionable. No scientific methods or canon for study.

              While Sociology give importance to function in actual society. It have it’s own
canon of procedure. It is questionable

Common sense knowledge and Sociology

                It is the information that we acquire from our society automatically. It is based on
naturalistic  or  individualistic  explanation.  Many  of  them are  notions  or  prejudices.  Not
based on fact. Not scientifically proved.

          Sociology has a body of concepts, methods of data. Can question it’s origin. It is
derived from scientific informations and observations.

Intellectual ideas that went into the making of Sociology



➢ Natural evolutionary theory:- Earlier thinkers who made effort to classify societies
like  hunters  and  gatherers,  pastoral  and  agrarian,  agrarian  and  non-industrial
civilisation etc:-

➢ Evolutionary theory of Charles Darwin:-  The theory of evolution first formulated
in  Darwin's  book  "On the  Origin  of  Species"  in  1859,  is  the  process  by  which
organisms  change  over  time  as  a  result  of  changes  in  heritable  physical  or
behavioural  traits.  Changes  that  allow  an  organism  to  better  adapt  to  its
environment.  Herbert  Spencer  applied  this  theory  to  society.  Society  is  like  an
organism, which is changing from lower to higher, from simple to complex, from
homogeneous to heterogeneous stage. This is called ‘Social Evolution’ or ‘Social
Darwinism’ or ‘Spencer-ism’

➢ Enlightenment movement:-  European intellectual movement of late 17th and 18th

centuries,  which  emphasised  reasoning,  scientific  thought,  and  individualism.
Methods of natural science are used to apply in the study of human affairs. Eg:-
poverty so far seen as a natural phenomena began to see as a social  problem
caused by human ignorance and exploitation.

➢ Social survey. 

➢ French revolution:-  which happened in 1789 resulted in leaderless situation in
France and lead to many social problems, which need solutions.

Material Issues

➢ Industrial Revolution

➢ Capitalism

➢ Degradation of labour

➢ Urbanisation

➢ Complex Division of labour

➢ Factory system

➢ busy life

➢ Clock-regulated life

Why should we study the beginning and growth of Sociology in Europe?

➢ India has a colonial past

➢ Capitalism, which emerged and expanded to the World from the West

Growth of Sociology in India

➢ Western writings and ideas regarding Indian Society were not always correct

➢ Industrialisation in India is entirely different from that of the West

➢ Sociology started first at Mumbai University in 1919



➢ Post graduate courses began in 1924 at Mumbai University

➢ Later Osmania and Mysore Universities started courses in Sociology

Scope of Sociology

* it deals individual issue to international problems

* It gives an insight in to the society in which we are living

* It liberate the individual from narrow-mindedness based on caste, creed, race, region,

   religion etc:-

* It help us to study about tribals and formulate welfare measures for them

* It help us to study social problems and find solutions for it

* It help us to formulate policies and implement them

* There  are  many  employ  mental  opportunities  for  the  study  of  sociology  like  SC/ST
development  officer,  Project  Officer,  Counsellor,  Probation  Officer,  Researcher,  HSST
Sociology etc:-

Relation with other Social Sciences

Sociology and Economics

  Economics is the study of wealth. It  study economic activities of man. It  deals about
production, distribution and consumption.

Classical  Economics  deals  with  the  inter  relations  of  pure  economic  variables;  the
relation of price, demand, and supply; money flows; output and input ratio etc:-

Traditional Economics study economic activities in a narrow sense namely allocation of
scarce resources within the society

Political  Economy  seek to  understand economic activities in  a broader  framework of
ownership of and relationship of means of production.

Economic Sociology study the social aspects and behaviour behind economic activities.

                                                           Differences
Economics Sociology

# Study economic activities only
# it has precise terminology and exactness
   in measures

# practicability

# neglect individual behaviour behind
   economic activities

# Study all social activities including
   economic activities
# provide no technical solution but
   encourage questioning and critical
   perspective

# view economic activities in the context of
   norms, values, practices

                                                       Similarities

        Economic order exist in relation with non economic forces like family, community etc:-
Sociology help to seek and enquire these relationship. 

     When economic forces develop in society, it influence and affect social life



Sociology and Political Science

      Politics is the study of state and government. It study about political activities of man.
Power  is  the  key  focus  in  Political  Science.  It  studies  acquisition,  distribution,  and
maintenance of power.

     Conventional  political  science focused  on  two  elements;  Political  theory  and
government administration

                                                           Differences

Political Science
Sociology

# Study political relationship only
# it study governmental control only
# consider man as a political animal
# it study political institution only

# Study all form of social relationship
# study all form of social control
# consider man as a social animal
# study all institution including government

  

 Knowledge of sociology is necessary for understanding the political problems, as political problem
has a social aspect.

     Political Sociology study about the political behaviour of man. Sociological reason for support
of political parties, the role of gender in politics etc:- are it’s major concern.

 Sociology and History

   History is the record of the past. It study the development of human life in past. It is a
treasure of human experience in past.

                                                            Differences

History
Sociology

# Study about the past
# it try to establish how things actually
    happened
# 2000 or more years of old
# it study concrete details

# use historical method

# Study about the present or recent past
# it try to establish cause-effect relationship

# younger science
# it is more likely to abstract from concrete
reality
# use sociological method

Conventional history is the history of kings and war.  Social history study social patterns, mores,
customs and gender relations. G.E Howad remarks that history is past sociology and sociology is
the present history.

Sociology and Psychology

        Psychology is the science of behaviour. It study the mind and mental processes. It is interested
in individual’s intelligence and learning, motivations and memory, hopes and fear, nervous system
and reaction time.

        Social psychology deals individual behaviour in social group, mental processes of man with
his social context.



                                                                   Differences

Psychology
Sociology

# attitude is individualistic
# study man as individual in interaction with
   cultural environment
    
# it give importance to experimental method

# attitude is social (ie, study groups)
# study man as member of society

# it give importance to survey & field work

Sociology and Anthropology

        Anthropology is the study of man. It study not only human behaviour, but also with certain
aspects of bodily development of man. Mainly there are two types of Anthropology;

                               Physical Anthropology deals with the biological origin of man and races.
Social and Cultural Anthropology  deals with the behaviour of man social situation, origin and
development of culture. A.L Kroeber calls sociology and anthropology, the twin sisters.

                                                                     Differences

                  Anthropology
Sociology

# study of primitive, simple societies
# study societies in all their aspect as a
   whole    
# long tradition in field work 
# use qualitative method

# study modern complex societies
# specialise institution such as family or
  religion
# relied on survey method
# use quantitative method
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